
Terms for Analyzing Various Types of Text  

Please Note: This list does not provide definitions, and it is by no means exhaustive.  The goal is to 
introduce you to vocabulary that may help you be precise in your examination of the text.  

 

Literature 

-protagonist, antagonist, foil, setting, plot, rising action, climax, resolution, conflict, preface, prologue, 
epilogues, afterwards, conclusion 

-form: genre and generic conventions, tropes, themes, motifs 

-figurative language: exaggeration, understatement, sarcasm, expletives, idiomatic phrasings, slang, 
vernacular, metaphor (includes, but not limited to: simile, metonym, synecdoche, personification) 

-imagery:  visuals (contrast, color, brightness, depth, foreground, background, frame, lines, shapes, etc.)  
haptic (texture, rough, prickly, heavy, depth, surface, slick, smooth); sound (pitch, tone, harmony, 
rhythm, cacophony, discord, major, minor, loud, soft, smooth, harsh) and olfactory (sweet, bitter, 
pungent, acrid, odorous, soft). 

-genre: allegory, parody, satire, romance, gothic, comedy, tragedy   

-intertextuality:  allusion, symbolism, reference, quote, sample (and sampling), paraphrase,  

poetic lines:   enjambment, break, meter, rhythm, line, tone, assonance, alliteration, lines, stanza, rhyme 
(near/slant, hard, and off), free verse, homonyms, diction, juxtaposition, parallel, contrast, repetition 

 

Cinema 

Movement: cuts, camera movements, type of camera 

Sound: music, sound effects, dialogue, mixing 

Dialogue:  rapid, sparse, silence, quiet, comedic, improvised, monologues, narrator 

Scene, Plot, Special Effects, Characters, Setting 

 

Visual or Fine Art 

General:  medium, material, composition, frame, finish, shape, figures,  

Color: saturation, contrasts, lightness, black/white, monochromatic, gray scale, hue 



Line quality: thin, thick, straight, organic, wavy, minimal, busy, ornate, primitive, geometric, curve 

Texture: flat, shiny, heavy, rough, thick, course, soft, sticky, smooth, slimy, sleek, ragged 

Perspective: foreshortened, aerial, portrait, frontal, profile, foreground/background, composition, line 
of sight, focal point, negative space,  cropping.   

 

 

Performance 

Character (getting in character), objective, motivation, emotion, gesture, pacing, connection 

Cold readings, mark through, run through, call, stagehand, director, manager, stage, box office, 
backstage, green room, on set, onstage, off set, offstage 

Blocking, choreography, staging, marking, Scenes, acts, lines, curtain, stage directions 

Set, costumes, props, lighting, sounds, soundtrack, cues, cue board, cue sheet,  

 

Music 

-orchestration, composition, rhythm, harmony, tone, pitch, meter, measure, score, key, scales, sharp, 
flat, percussive, harmony, runs, melody, beat, hook, chorus/verse, bridge, break down, syncopation, 
improvisation, lyrics, stringed instruments, wind instruments, off key, on key, in tune, octave, range, 
breath, volume, projection, control, runs, soloist, acapella, staccato, rest, quarter note, count, standard, 
ballads, arrangement, build,   


